For MIT's building interior decorators, LIFE this week provides an unprecedented 1/2 square feet of colorful wallpaper; with a fold-out cover depicting tourists gazing at a Tennessee natural wonder. The cover ties in with a big photo essay tour of the deep South. LIFE provides a map and recommends sight "must sees" stops, plus side trips. Now I really doubt, with reading period only five weeks away, that many Techmen are about to launch off on a big tour of underwater Polaris shot, the navigation satellite, and separation devices. Also, a test engineer in Springfield, Ohio, lived for seven weeks through the Cambridge spring monsoons. Cheer up, though; remember the weather back home, as you trudge in San Francisco. LIFE covers the story, indirectly calling on Opening Day. LIFE provides a big photo essay tour of the Architectural Department. Architect's Design Studios will be opened to all visitors as the department closes its present work. Parents will meet in Room 7-477 at two for an informal coffee hour and tour of the Architectural Department.
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Now in Room 2-64, for Professor Ascher Shapiro

Aviation Cadet Information

36-191

I am between 19 and 26 1/2, a citizen of the United States, and highly trained and experienced in electronics and radar. And here is the program that will open the way to a career in the Aerospace Tenam.

One If By Land and Two If By Sea

San Francisco and the Giants kicked off the 1960 baseball sea- son with the gala opening of their new ball park on Candlestick hill in San Francisco. LIFE covers the story, indirectly calling on Governor Pat Brown and Vice President Nixon "neighbors" in the process. Some 500 of the fans arrived at the field by boat; it was the "in" thing to do. The drawback to the "in" became evident halfway through the game when the A's announcer intoned that one of the yachts had worked its way under the pavilions, was adrift off the point and under surveil- lance by the Coast Guard. Other yachting enthusiasts came back to their craft marooned on a mud flat by the tide, which doesn't go working in San Francisco, even on Opening Day.

The 1960 Census, a big job any- way, is especially tough in Hawaii, where every citizen wants to be count- ed, but many are somewhat inac- cessible. Volcanoes, islands, swamps and sea make it all an effort to get the right count. If Hawaii and elsewhere comes in alright, this will go down in history, but best for my money is the lady generator caught enumerating the points of a broach when the po- cket broke in on a raid. What happened to her? Read LIFE, April 25, 56, and find out.

IMAGES YOURS?

This airplane is actually a flying classroom. The course taught in it is Air Navigation, under real condi- tions. The students are young men who have been selected as pos- sible future leaders of the Aero- space Teams. Graduation after 32 weeks of training will win each of the students the coveted rank of an Air Force Navigator and an Officer's Commission. For certain young men, this training can open the way to a bright career of executive poten- tial. Right now the Air Force is searching for the most competent technical brains in the fields of navigation, guidance and tracking, elec- tronics and radar. And here is where its highly trained and expe- rienced Navigators will be expected to take over command positions of increasing responsibility.

To qualify for Navigation train- ing as an Airline Cadet, you must be between 19 and 35, single, health and intelligent. And you must want to build an exciting, interesting career in the Aerospace Age. If you think you can answer, we'd like to talk to you at the nearest Air Force Recruiting Office. Or clip and mail this coupon.

There's a place for tomorrow's leaders on the Aerospace Team.
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Tech Sails, Sews

This week's Techretary is Karen Karl, a native Mil- waukeean who came to the Institute a year and a half ago. Karen works in Room 5-364, for Professor Arthur Shapiro of the Mechanical Engineering Department. Karen is twenty-one, stands five feet seven, has brown hair and blue eyes. Karen now lives in Marshfield, Mass. But she says she's learning that, in an im- partial and disinterested observer, she think they are a pretty nice sized.

Now in Room 2-64, for Professor Ascher Shapiro

New airproat aluminum foil pouch keeps famous, mild Sir Walter Raleigh 44's fresher than old-fashioned tin cans. Choice Ken- tucky - extra aged. Get the familiar orange-and-black pack with the new pouch inside!

SIR WALTER RALEIGH

in a Pouch!

FRESHER!

Keeps Tobacco